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Introduction
Purpose
To share with parents the teaching and 

learning of Maths at Peak School

Success Criteria
● Parents will have a deeper understanding 

of how number is planned, taught and 
assessed

● To have the opportunity to experience a 
differentiated classroom environment



Written Curriculum - What we 
teach
The starting point is the IB Maths scope and 

sequence document.



What the PYP believes about 
learning Mathematics
"The power of mathematics for describing 

and analysing the world around us is such 
that it has become a highly effective tool 
for solving problems..."

"In the PYP mathematics is also viewed as 
vehicle to support inquiry, providing a 
global language through which we make 
sense of the world around us. 

IB Mathematics scope and sequence.



How children learn 
mathematics.



Mathematics in a 
transdiciplinary programme.
Where there are strong links to a unit of 

inquiry maths is taught through relevant, 
realistic context.

-Data handling in a How we organise 
ourselves unit.

With some units the mathematics is taught 
as a standalone and then applied within a 
unit of inquiry.

-measurement in a How the world works 
unit.



Mathematics in a 
transdiciplinary programme.
Number is taught as a standalone unit
● place value
● four operations
● fractions, decimals and percentages.

Number flows through all mathematics and 
students will still apply strategies in units 
of work when they are needed,





Inquiry Indicators - Standalone
1. exploring, wondering and questioning;
2. experimenting and playing with possibilities;
3. making connections between previous learning and their current 

thinking;
4. making predictions and acting purposefully to see what happens;
5. collecting data and reporting findings;
6. Clarifying existing ideas and reappraising perceptions of events;
7. deepening understanding through the application of a concept;
8. making and testing theories; 
9. researching and seeking information;

10. taking and defending a position;
11. solving problems in a variety of ways;
12. reflecting on their learning.



Five Strands

● Number
● Pattern and Function
● Data Handling
● Measurement
● Shape and Space





Written Curriculum
What has happened at Peak School?
Teachers have worked collaboratively using 

their knowledge and experience on 
"breaking the document down" into 
further detailed outcomes in line with the 
IB maths scope and sequence documents.  

Contributed to ESF wide documentation
PD attended - workshops - international 

community (IB, MLATS etc)



Written to taught Curriculum: Y4



Written to taught Curriculum: Y4



Written to taught Curriculum: Y4



Written to taught Curriculum: Y4



“I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.”
Confucius

“Mathematical learning occurs when 
there is activity with dialogue.”

George Booker



Taught (How) 

 
Year Three and Four.



Solve mentally
 

234 + 98 =



Answer?



Solve mentally
 

                         53 – 38 =



Answer?



Solve mentally
 

12 + 9 + 8 + 1 + 5=



Answer?



Mental Strategies
Working from doubles
Place Value Partitioning
Compensating 
If I know then I know…. (known facts)*
Number line
Bridging Strategy
Inverse operations



Key Number Knowledge
Times Tables.

● students learn 2,5, and 10's first and 
then use strategies to support solving 
other times tables.

● there comes a point that students 
should have instant recall of times 
tables.

● this will support the development of 
mental and written strategies for 
solving multiplication and division 
problems.



Students will start with informally 
recording their working and thinking.

eg using number lines 

Student will then start with an expanded 
form which reinforces place value 
concepts.

Written Strategies



Students are expected to explain the 
process clearly as they work.

Teachers take the time to work on these 
expanded forms to develop 
understanding.



Once students demonstrate an 
understanding they introduced to a 
shorter more efficient method.

This is taught as an inquiry into effective 
written methods.

● What are the different methods?
● What methods do your parents use?
● What method works for you?

Written Strategies



Students need to be able to explain their 
thinking using the correct mathematical 
language.

Students need to be able to identify the 
math within a problem.

What operations does the problem want me 
to use and what is the most effective 
strategy to use to solve the problem?

Mathematical Literacy



Book pages go here!!!



ASSESSMENT AND 
DIFFERENTIATION



To establish prior knowledge
To inform and differentiate future teaching and 

learning
To find out how children are feeling about their 

learning
To find out how students learn (learning styles)
To provide feedback to 

students/parents/stakeholders
To set goals for future learning
To tell us if our teaching is effective

Why Assess?



Assessing - How do we discover 
what students know and have 
learned?



Diagnostic- pre assessment of students to see what they 
know before teaching the unit.

Formative- assessing students’ strengths and 
weaknesses, and providing feedback during the unit.

Summative- Testing the student’s knowledge at the end of 
teaching a unit .

Three forms of Assessment



 Formative and summative assessment are interactive.  
They support one another and should be used together. 

Most formative assessment is informal. The feedback and 
response involves both teacher and student. 

Formative assessment has the greatest impact on  learning 
and achievement.

Formative and Summative Assessment



 

The garden analogy: Diagnostic

Takes place prior to the growing.  You can diagnose 
the plants strengths and weaknesses. 

You can identify what it needs to be bigger and 
stronger.



Formative assessment is the 
ongoing analysis of a plant’
s needs - we must 
recognize when it needs to 
be fed, watered, and 
provided with sunlight in 
order for it to grow.

The garden analogy: Formative



 

The garden analogy: Summative
 Summative assessment of the measuring is the plants growth 
at a point.

The measurement tells us how much the plants have grown.

It does not affect the growth of the plants.



Assessment
 



Assessment
 



Assessing - Tools to evaluate 
strategies used.





Gathering evidence:



Assessment and Reporting to Parents
● Portfolio
● Gateway report x 3
● Targets set by teacher/student
● Standardised assessment data (ISA)
● 3 Way Conferences
● Student Led Conference
● Learning Journey


